
QSkills Vocabulary: Units 5 and 6

Verbs Nouns Adjectives

• apply
• get along with
• inherit
• influence
• react
• reduce
• tell...apart
• treat

• audience
• ancestor
• appearance
• coincidence
• combination
• concerns
• coordination

• identity
• input
• object
• pressure
• slave
• strategy
• tendency

• competitive
• complete
• similar

Word PoS Definition Example Sentence

audience n
a group of people who
watches something quietly

During the concert, the audience
was silent, but they erupted
when the concert finished.

ancestor n
a family member who lived
long before you

Four of my ancestors were on
The Mayflower and celebrated
the first Thanksgiving in 1621.

appearance n
the way you look, including
hairstyle and clothing

The first thing people notice in
an interview is your appearance,
so dress nicely.

apply v
when you take knowledge or
experience and use it to help
you in another situation

There is no point in memorizing
grammar points if you can’t
apply them to communication.

coincidence n
two things that seem to be
connected but really aren’t

I ordered a pizza on the way
home, but my wife also ordered
a pizza.  What a coincidence!

combination n
the way two things mix
together, like flavors or colors

My favorite combination of
flavors is sweet and salty, like
peanut butter and jelly.

competitive adj
an activity where people think
winning and losing is
important; at a high level

My sons are very competitive. 
They both hate to lose, so they
fight each other a lot.

complete adj
finished; done; no more work
to do; full

Maya is a complete player.  She
can dribble, shoot and play
defense very well.

concerns n
things that worry you; things
that cause you problems

If you have any questions or
concerns about the new
schedule, please let me know.



coordination n
how well two or more things
work together

Baseball players need hand-eye
coordination.  Soccer players
need foot-eye coordination.

get along
(with)

v
have a good relationship with
another person

My brother and I used to fight all
the time, but now we get along
very well.

identity n
the way a person sees him or
herself

It is important to develop your
own identity as you get older
and be like other people.

inherit v
get something from your
parents, either through DNA or
when they pass away

Someday, my sons will inherit
the family business, which I
inherited from my father.

influence n/v
have control over another
person; make something
happen

How much you sleep directly
influences your happiness and
success in school.

input n
give your opinion or ideas
during a group discussion

Thank you, all, for your valuable
input.  We have a lot of great
ideas for the new project.

object n
the goal or reason you are
doing something

The object of basketball is to put
a ball through a hoop and stop
the other team from doing it.

react v
show emotion when
something happens; do
something as a response

You could tell your girlfriend
was surprised by the way she
reacted.

pressure n
a force that pushes down and
in; when other people have
expectations for your success

If you decide to go to an US
university, you can remove all
exam pressure from your life.

reduce v
make smaller in size; make the
number smaller

When I sprained my ankle, I
used ice to reduce the swelling
and the pain.

similar adj
not exactly the same, but
close; have many things in
common

Spanish and Portuguese are
different languages, but the
vocabulary is very similar.

slave n
a person who is forced to work
for no money and has no
freedom

Many cultures captured their
enemies in war and forced them
to become slaves.

strategy n
a plan for moving forward, like
in a game or a battle

The team was losing badly at
halftime, so the coach changed
their strategy.

tell (things)
apart

v
see the differences between
two things

I am color-blind, so I can’t tell
yellow and green apart.  They
look the same to me.



Synonym:
Two words with the
same meaning.

• tired / sleepy
• run / sprint

Antonym:
Two words with the
opposite meaning.

• awake / asleep
• start / stop

tendency n
something you do naturally,
without thinking

If you know your opponents
tendencies, you can easily
develop a strategy to beat them.

treat v
the way you talk to someone;
how nice you are to someone

A good teacher will treat all
students equally.  Everyone
should be treated the same.

Word Synonyms Antonyms

combination mix

complete whole, finished

concerns worries

object purpose

reduce increase

strategy plan

tendency habit

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb

ancestor ancestral

application apply applied

coincidence coincidental coincidentally

combination combine

competition compete competitive

completion complete complete completely

coordination coordinate coordinated

inheritance inherit

influence influence influential

pressure pressure pressured

reduction reduce reduced

similarity similar

strategy strategize strategic strategically

treatment treat



Common Combinations and Expressions

apply (it) to concerns about get along with

inherit from someone have influence on react to something

put pressure on similar to have a tendency to do

have (a lot) in common marry someone be married to someone

have an operation

More Vocabulary and Expressions

apart
not together; separate
• I lived apart from my parents for the first time in college.

at the age of (16)
when I was...
• American teenagers can drive at the age of 16.

baby talk make sounds that sound like a baby

common
something that two people like or do the same
• Most countries south of the US share a common language:

Spanish.

cousin
the children of your aunts and uncles
• My father’s two sisters each have two children, so I have four

cousins.

database
a computer file with lots of information
• I’ve created a database of over 10,000 words.

develop
create something over a long period of time
• It is amazing that humans were able to develop a COVID

vaccine in less than a year.

fascinating very interesting

get away from
escape; run away
• My grandparents went to the mountains of New Mexico every

summer to get away from the Texas heat.

goes on and on continues for a long time

hand-eye
coordination

how well your hands adjust to things you see

marry
married (to)

(v)     One person marries another person.  (no conjunction)
(adj) One person is/gets married to another person.



operation when a surgeon goes cuts into a patient’s body to fix a problem

participant a person who joins an activity

positive a good feeling; the opposite of negative

records official documents with important information

separate
(adj) not connected to another thing; two things that are not
connected

social a person who enjoys spending time with groups of people

surgeon
a medical doctor who cuts into body to fix problems inside the
body

take...for example
a phrase for introducing a new topic or adding detail
• Take Hawaii for example.  It is located in the middle of the

Pacific Ocean...

think ahead make plans for the future; prepare mentally

workplace any place where people work; job site


